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February 2016

One of Gran Kriegel’s many k-12 projects in
New York City, Lighthouse Charter School
located in the Bronx
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Introductory Statement
Gran Kriegel’s long history of SCA work, along with our
longstanding partnership with food services consultant
Skolodz & Associates, ensures that we are an excellent
match for this A/E Services for Kitchen Design contract.
Founded 50 years ago here in New York City, Gran Kriegel
is comprised of dedicated public service architects who are
passionate about working alongside New York agencies and
on projects that make real impacts on life in our city.

At a Glance:
Numerous SCA contracts held by prime, beginning in
1991 – both capacity and CIP projects
• Subconsultants with extensive SCA experience
• Multiple schools built under Green Schools Guidelines
• LEED accredited staff
• Decades of award-winning educational design work
• Manhattan location convenient for site visits across all
boroughs
• Excellent past performance reviews
• Detailed quality control program
• Innovative design within challenging schedule and
budget constraints
• Lawsuit-free record

Gran Kriegel and Skolodz offer an existing deep familiarity
with SCA facilities, protocols, and staff, cultivated over
decades of k-12 work in New York City. We have proven
capabilities in delivering top-notch designs, renovation, and
new construction projects both on time and within budget,
and a history of producing award-winning school designs
for the SCA.
Harry Skolodz of Skolodz & Associates offers more than
four decades’ of food services experience and will play an
integral role in this contract. Gran Kriegel will handle project
management and all architectural work, with additional
support from Dagher Engineering (M/E/P and fire protection),
and ConCost (cost estimating).
We believe our team’s formidable combination of experience,
technical aptitude, masterful project management,
understanding of both food services design and SCA
processes, and our long history of delivering successful
projects on public term contracts speak volumes for our
ability to create forward-thinking yet practical solutions that
directly contribute to the success and happiness of New York
City students.
Feedback on previous SCA projects has been excellent,
and we come highly recommended by current SCA staff.
Testimonials are excerpted here, at right.

Time-line: Selected Gran Kriegel / SCA Projects & Contracts
			

2013

2010

2008

SCA Contract #
SCA Contract # 10620
PS 78Q
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ECC 94K

Family Court
Conversion into Two High
Schools

2006

SCA Contract #
10127
Completed School
Restructuring Projects

2004

1996
SCA Contract #s
SCA Contract # 9252
9270
IS / PS 109

PS 14 Q

1991
0659 & 8086

PS 233 Q

Introduction

“

Very capable &
creative”

“Architecturally sound work”

“Familiar with SCA standards
and practices, which makes for a
smooth process”

“Very responsive”
“Deliverables were timely”

“Worked very well with us”

“Excellent field supervision”

“Diligence in resolving objections”

“They have advocated
strongly for the SCA

”

– David Choy, Director, SCA Building Code Compliance
– Mark deMontagnac, Senior Construction Assessment Specialist
– Al Daub, Project Officer, SCA Construction Management
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